
SURFER JOE 
THE INTERNATIONAL 
SURF MUSIC AMBASSADOR 
www.lorenzovaldambrini.com 
 
Lorenzo Surfer Joe is truly one of the key 
figures in modern surf music. Basically 
present to any world surf music event as artist 
or organizer, Lorenzo has collected an 
experience of more than a thousand concerts 
since the late 90s. 
 
Constantly on tour in Europe and 
USA, Lorenzo had the honor to play on guitar 
or drums with several surf legends and he has 
shared the stage with many surf bands. 

 
 
§ Co-organizer of the yearly Surfer Joe Summer Festival, the most important 

surf music event in then world (www.surferjoemusic.com). 
 
§ For several times in the line up of the Surf Guitar 101 Convention and 

the Tiki Oasis in California. 
 
§ One of the headliners of the Surf-O-Rama in Spain and the North Sea Surf 

Festival in Holland. 
 
§ Mentioned and interviewed in movies like Reverb Junkies and Sound Of The 

Surf or in books about surf music’s history like Surf Beat by Kent Crowley. 
 
In August 2013 Lorenzo releases his first solo album, SENOR SURF, which has 
been recently included in the TOP 100 surf music "revival" albums of all times. 
 
In April 2012 he opens, together with the brother Luca and a friend, the only 
American Diner dedicated to surf music, the Surfer Joe Diner, where 
periodically they are hosted concerts and international events (www.surferjoe.it). 
 
When talking about surf music with Surfer Joe you don’t look for compromises: 
reverb, high rhythms and great energy! It is a concert that looks back to the 
origins of the genre, but shows its evolution and variety, going from the heavy 
Dick Dale sound to lounge and progressive atmospheres, always keeping an eye 
on the melody and the quality of the arrangements. 
 



BOOKING / CONTACTS 
 
For general inquiries and booking requests please refer to: 
 
 

 
 
SURFER JOE MUSIC 
Worldwide Surf Music Promotion 
W: www.surferjoemusic.com 
E: info@surferjoemusic.com 
T: +39 347 5143166 
 
 
 

 
 
ROCK 'N' TEASE 
Exclusive agent for Germany 
Ref.: Anja Piranja 
W: www.rockntease.net 
E: anja@rockntease.net 
T: +49 157 850 86 972 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SURFER JOE & BAND - INFORMATION 
 
Line-up  3 people on the road. 
 
Transportation middle sized van, requested easy loading space next to the 

venue and secure parking for the night hours. 
 
Accommodation from Hotel to private, the important is to have separate beds 

for the band members with a private bathroom for the band 
possibly no sleeping bag type accommodation (camping or 
similar). 

 
Meals generally requested 1 meal per day of performance, unless 

differently agreed with the promoter/organizer. no 
vegetarians. 

 
Stage/backstage requests  bottles of still water on stage 
 drink tokens as usually provided by the venue 

to the artists. 
 

Backline the band use their own backline, unless differently agreed 
with the local promoter/organizer. 

 
   P.A. amplification requested completely, if needed. 
 
GUITAR  Fender Double Showman amp with 2x15 cabinet 
   Fender Reverb Unit 
 
BASS   Fender Bassman Pro or similar quality bass amplifier 
 
DRUMS Ludwig Club Date: bass drum (closed front), tom, floor tom, 

snare, hi-hat, ride, crash 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



STAGE PLAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VOCAL MIC 

 only for talking, no singing, no effects 

GUITAR AMPLIFICATION 

 n. 1 dynamic microphone (Shure 545, Shure SM57) 

BASS AMPLIFICATION 

 D.I. Box or bass microphone 

DRUMS AMPLIFICATION 

 bass drum Shure Beta52 or similar microphone 

 snare  Shure 545, Shure SM57 or similar dynamic microphone 

 toms  Shure SM57 or similar dynamic microphones 

 overheads condenser microphones 
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